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December 2020 & January 2021 New Releases

New release 1000-piece puzzles from Pomegranate!
Place your orders today for delivery in early 2021.
Darlene Kulig: Down by
the Fishing Pond

Joan Metcalf: The Cascades
*9781087501802*

*9781087501833*

RRP: $38.99

RRP: $38.99

Joan Metcalf’s panoramic painting
invites you to savour the landscape
of the Pacific Northwest’s Cascade
Range and coastline.

You can practically hear the cattails
brush against each other and distant
insects hum, as rows of fishing boats
gently rock in the pond.

Olga Suvorova: Dancer

John Simpkins: Sri Yantra

*9781087501819*

*9781087501826*

RRP: $38.99

RRP: $38.99

Let lavish colours and jewelled
costumes draw you into this sixteenthcentury Italian dance.

The Sri Yantra mandala at the centre
of this painting by John Simpkins is
a tool to defeat negativity and instill
well-being.

Count Down To Christmas!

Yule Not Open This Book
9780655214137
RRP: $19.99

Wonderful Christmas
9780655214205
RRP: $19.99

Jingle Bell Rock
9780655214151
RRP: $12.99

Why Does the Reindeer have a
Red Nose?
9780655214182
RRP: $12.99

2021 is just around the corner...

2021 Gratitude Diary

2021 Moon Calendar

2021 Collective Diary

2021 Inner Reflections

*9780648031093*

*9780648814009*

*9780648587224*

*9780876128657*

RRP: $39.99

RRP: $24.99

RRP: $24.95

RRP: $29.99

2021 Moon Planting

2021 RBG Kew A5

2021 RBG Kew Slim

Ritual Diary

*9780648807001*

*9781529807769*

*9781529807783*

*9781647640101*

RRP: $12.00

RRP: $24.99

RRP: $17.99

RRP: $39.95

Ask your rep for the full list of Pomegranate and Amber Lotus Calendars and Diaries:
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IC: Children’s Spirit $24.95
Animal Cards

Farmer, Dr Stephen
This delightful set features twenty-four
Spirit Animals with child-focused messages
for nurturing connection, reassurance, and
confidence. The guidebook includes insight
and activities for each card plus a section
on how to help your child use the deck to
inspire thoughtful, creative responses to
the everyday challenges of childhood. With
sturdy cardstock and simple wording, this
set is suitable for children of all ages, but
especially those aged six and over. Easy
to use, fun to work with, gorgeous imagery
and helpful guidance.
*9780648746744*
• Oct Release • Blue Angel • 24 Cards & 92pp
Guide • 10 x 13.5cm

PROMOTION: BUY 6, GET 1 FREE!
Use code CSAC6.

In her most personal book to date, beloved
teacher and best-selling author Caroline
Myss draws on her own practice to help us
regain our fluency in the language of prayer
and renew our connection to the sacred.
Intimate Conversations with the Divine offers
100 of Myss’s personal prayers as a resource
and inspiration to start a prayer practice of
your own. Each prayer illustrates a different
type of grace that feeds the human soul,
from awakening, endurance, and healing, to
silence, surrender, and trust. The author hopes
this book, these prayers, will bring you comfort
and grace, and help you through the difficult
times ahead.

• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 112 Cards • 11 x
15cm

*9780738767277*

$24.99

The Big Book of
$39.99
Pagan Prayer and Ritual
Serith, Ceisiwr
For Pagans, Druids, Wiccans, NeoPagans, solitary practitioners, and
anyone seeking to create lasting
change. Organized thematically, readers
are able to find prayers for specific
occasions, seasons, times of day,
meals, or life’s milestones. A complete
guide to the practice of prayer and
ritual for Pagans of all traditions. Here
is an extraordinarily comprehensive
collection of prayers and rituals for
contemporary Pagans from a variety
of traditions to turn to again and again.

IC: Circles of
Strength

$49.99

• Jan Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 224pp • PB • 15 x
20cm

*9781578637126*

• Jan Release • US Games • 40 Cards &
84pp Guide • 11 x 15cm

The blue dot identifies titles that are exclusive to Brumby Sunstate.
The ‘A’ identifies titles that are Australian.
The orange circle identifies key titles.

*9781578636921*

• Jan Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 336pp
• PB • 18 x 23cm

Costantini, Edda and Kaever, Bettina
The cards “Circles of Strength” are
inspirations with which we can come closer
to our own rhythm of life, and thereby
our own truth. The sensually designed
inspiration cards are like modern,
powerful mandalas. In the comprehensive
booklet, thought-provoking messages
as well as mindfulness, meditation
and awareness exercises deepen the
inspiration of the cards. Includes 40
cards and 84-page full color booklet.

A fresh look at the wheel of the year, drawing on the
power of intuition to create rituals and celebrations in
harmony with your own traditions, your locale, and the
climate of where you live. Year of the Witch will help
readers create their own intuitive practices in harmony
with the climate, culture, and local spirits where they live.
It’s of interest to witches coming off the Wiccan path and
looking for a more personal approach to celebrating the
rhythms of nature.

A

*9781401962562*

*CSAC6*

Meiklejohn-Free, Barbara et.al.
This marvelous oracle deck puts at your
fingertips 48 witches’ familiars spanning
both the animal and ethereal kingdoms.
Each one provides their mystical teachings
and practical advice to bring positivity and
meaningful change into your life. They help
you manage your emotions, rediscover your
inner wisdom, and improve your witchcraft.
The talented women behind Witches’
Wisdom Oracle Cards once again unite to
bring you this amazing deck--one that is sure
to earn a permanent spot in your collection.

Alden, Temperance

Myss, Caroline

• Oct Release • Hay House • 304pp • 15 x 23cm

IC: Witches’ Familiars $44.99
Oracle Cards

Year of the Witch

Intimate Conversations $26.99
with the Divine

*9781646710379*

Health & Lifestyle
Yoga for Pregnancy,
Birth and Beyond

$24.99

Freedman, Francoise Barbira

A practical, step-by-step uide to yoga poses specifically
chosen to support you safely through pregnancy and
the months following the birth. This book gives you yoga
postures adapted for each trimester, and relaxation
techniques will show you how to adjust to the physical
demands of labour and give birth with confidence.
• Dec Release • Penguin • 160pp • PB • 18.9 x 22.7cm

Robinson, Louise

Pawa, Bal

$32.99

What if someone told you that 75% of disease is caused
by continuous and excessive stress hormones released
by the body? What if they said you could manage that
chronic stress and its harmful side effects with seven
easy and affordable tools? The Mind-Body Cure
teaches you to do just that, interweaving evidencebased science with practical advice to calm your mind
so you can move from primitive fight-or-flight mode to
send healing hormones into your body instead.
• Nov Release • NewSouth • 288pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

*9781771645799*

*9780241400012*

Aromatherapy

The Mind-Body Cure

$19.99

Use essential oils with confidence and make
aromatherapy an indispensable part of your self-care
routine.This carefully curated collection of blends,
remedies, and practices shows you how to blend
essential oils to care for and heal yourself, follow stepby-step massage routines, and combine aromatherapy
with yoga, meditation, and breathwork to deliver
maximum benefit to you.

What’s Missing from
Medicine

$30.99

Stancic, Saray

After years of using a walker and taking prescription
drugs due to multiple sclerosis, Dr. Saray Stancic now
runs marathons and takes no medicine. Her inspiring
story, as well as her methods for overcoming many
chronic illnesses make What’s Missing from Medicine an
invitation to a better life.

• Dec Release • Penguin • 144pp • HB • 14.8 x 19.2cm

• Jan Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 256pp • PB • 13 x
20cm

*9780241443668*

*9781950253067*

Ayurveda

Shah-Williams, Sonja

$19.99

Balance mind, body, and spirit with your own essential
Ayurvedic self-care toolkit. This book directly delivers
practical Ayurvedic advice according to your specific
needs. The author has curated a collection of tried
and tested Ayurvedic practices and remedies including
foods, oils, yoga, and meditation, to aid sleep, increase
energy, boost immunity, relieve digestive problems,
improve relationships, and much more.

Electromagnetic Brain
Joye, Shelli Renee

$26.99

In this scientific exploration of the origin of consciousness,
Shelli Renee Joye explores 12 credible theories that
describe how electricity in the form of electromagnetic
fields is the living consciousness that runs through the
brain. Joye shows that consciousness is not an isolated
function of the individual brain but is connected to the
larger electromagnetic field that encompasses the entire
physical universe.

• Dec Release • Penguin • 144pp • HB • 14.8 x 19.2cm

• Dec Release • Inner Traditions • 320pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9780241443651*

*9781644110911*

Bush Remedies
Williams, Cheryll

$39.95

Bush Remedies is a readable and well-researched
introduction to the huge variety of native plants in
Australia with medicinal properties. The records of
early pioneers and Aboriginal experience have given us
valuable bush remedies. This fusion of ancient tradition
combined with the insights granted by modern science
sees native plants taking on a new role.
• Nov Release • NewSouth • 248pp • PB • 18 x 24cm

Wish We Knew What to Say
Agarwal, Dr Pragya

$24.99

Wish We Knew What to Say is a timely and urgent
book that gives scenarios, questions, thought starters,
resources and advice in an accessible manner on how
to tackle tricky conversations around race and racism
with confidence and awareness. This book will help
parents and educators give children the tools to talk
about people’s differences and similarities in an open,
non-judgemental, curious way.
• Dec Release • Hachette • 192pp • HB • 12.9 x 20.4cm

*9780648446637*

Listening to Ecstasy
Wininger, Charles

$29.99

In this memoir and guide to safe use, Charles Wininger
details the countless ways that Ecstasy has helped him
become a better therapist and husband. Revealing
MDMA’s versatility when it comes to bringing lasting
renewal, pleasure, and inspiration to one’s life, Wininger
shows how to recognise the transformative power of
happiness-inducing experiences.
• Dec Release • Inner Traditions • 256pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9781644111161*
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*9780349702056*

The Little Book of
Self-Care for Mums-To-Be

$29.99

Hands, Beccy and Stickland, Alexis

Whether this is your first or fifth baby, The Little Book of
Self-Care for Mums-to-Be is your essential handbook for
managing the joyful chaos of pregnancy.
• Dec Release • Penguin • 224pp • HB • 12.6 x 17.6cm

*9781785042959*

December

InfluenceHer

$24.99

Johnson, Dion

Women around the globe are being called to change the world through a new kind of leadership - but to
do this, we must be clear in purpose, reconnected to our ‘womanity’ and strengthened in our capacity
as high-level influencers. Women in leadership is a big topic these days, and for good reason. But it isn’t
enough to simply invite women into senior positions if the system itself never changes. InfluenceHer
offers the framework that is needed for women to harness their spiritual intelligence and radically
transform business as a phenomenal force for good. Dion Johnson, the Womanologist, shares the
five commitments that every woman influencer should follow to lead with heart and achieve big results.
• Dec Release • Hay House • PB • 13.5 x 21.5cm

*9781401960421*

The Insight Cure: Change
$26.99
Your Story, Transform Your Life

Transcending the
Levels of Consciousness

Every person has a story, a personal narrative that
informs their life, their decisions, and their way of
thinking. But did you know that your story also affects
the wiring of your brain? John Sharp MD, renowned
psychiatrist and professor at Harvard Medical School,
offers an eight-step process for discovering your
unconscious narrative and using your new insight to
eradicate the ‘false truth’ that has been at the core of
your self-sabotage. His unique approach integrates four
core domains of applied psychology-control mastery
theory, attachment theory, narrative therapy and positive
psychology.

The now widely known Map of calibrated levels of
Consciousness was presented in Power vs. Force in
1995 and has been translated into all the world’s major
languages. Transcending the Levels of Consciousness
returns to the exploration of the ego’s expressions and
inherent limitations and gives detailed explanations
and instructions on how to transcend them. As with
the reading of Dr. Hawkins’ previous books, this book
opens up avenues to the relief of suffering for oneself
and others, which fulfills the purpose of the work and the
intention to facilitate the reader’s own Enlightenment.

Sharp, John, MD

$26.99

Hawkins, David R. MD Phd

• Dec Release • Hay House • 416pp • PB • 13.5 x 21.5cm

• Dec Release • Hay House • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9781401945053*

*9781401961312*

The Magician of Lhasa

$19.99

Michie, David

When novice monk Tenzin Dorje is told by his lama that the
Red Army is invading Tibet, his country’s darkest moment
paradoxically gives him a sense of purpose like no other.
He accepts a mission to carry two ancient, secret texts
across the Himalayas to safety. Half a century later, in a
paradox of similarly troubling circumstances, Matt Lester
is called upon to convey his own particular wisdom as a
scientist, when Matt’s nanotech project is mysteriously
moved from London to a research incubator in Los
Angeles. Tenzin and Matt embark on parallel adventures
which have spine-chilling connections.
• Oct Release • Hay House • PB • 13.5 x 21.5cm

Also available:
The Secret Mantra
Michie, David

$19.99

Sequel to The Magician of Lhasa.

• Oct Release • Hay House • PB • 13.5 x 21.5cm

*9781401962593*

*9781401962579*

Have you got these Hay House must-have titles on your shelves?

Ask and It Is Given
9781401904593

Biology of Belief
9781401938697

Good Vibes, Good Life
9781788171823

Power VS Force
9781401945077

Top Five Regrets of the Dying
9781401956004
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Self Help & Inspiration
Unfiltered Marketing

Denny, Stephen and Leinberger, Paul

$32.99

Unfiltered Marketing’s big ideas apply to business
strategy, marketing, and the future of the brand/
consumer relationship. It is a playbook for managers
and for anyone interested in the ever-changing
interaction between technology and culture.

• Jan Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 256pp • PB • 15 x
23cm

Insight Editions

$57.99

Give this beautiful set as a thoughtful gift for anyone
looking to improve their mood, reduce stress, and live
each day with gratitude. This gift set includes: Gratitude:
A Day and Night Reflection Journal, Mini Book of
Gratitude, and a Gratitude 3 oz Scented Tin Candle:
Scented with essential oils of grapefruit and rose.

• Dec Release • Simon & Schuster • 164pp • Box Set •
29.8 x 24.7cm

Insight Editions

$22.99

The bestselling author of The Miracle Morning shares
the secret to unlocking your full potential - all day, every
day. The Miracle Equation couldn’t be any simpler:
Unwavering Faith + Extraordinary Effort = Miracles. By
establishing and maintaining Unwavering Faith that you
can achieve anything you desire, and then putting forth
Extraordinary Effort until you do, you’ll create results
beyond what you believe to be possible.
• Dec Release • Hachette • 256pp • PB • 12.9 x 19.8cm

Practicing Mindfulness
Braza, Jerry

$19.99

Thousands of readers have embraced Jerry Braza’s
insights — adopting and integrating the mindfulness
practices and habits this book presents. This new
edition expands on the author’s time-tested approach,
introducing in-the-moment thinking and techniques to
bring clarity, focus and energy to a new generation of
readers.
• Nov Release • NewSouth • 128pp • HB • 12.7 x 19.1cm

*9780804852609*

*9781647222871*

Self-Care Boxed Gift Set

Elrod, Hal

*9781473695962*

*9781632651785*

Gratitude Boxed Gift Set

The Miracle Equation

$57.99

Give this beautiful set as a thoughtful gift to anyone
looking to improve their mood, reduce anxiety, and be
their best selves. This gift set includes: Self-Care: A Day
and Night Reflection Journal, Mini Book of Self-Care,
and a Self-Care 3 oz Scented Tin Candle: Scented with
essential oils of citrus and lavender.
• Dec Release • Simon & Schuster • 164pp • Box Set •
29.8 x 24.7cm

Radical Belonging
Bacon, Lindo

$29.99

Too many of us feel alienated from our bodies. Radical
Belonging is not a simple self-love treatise. This
groundbreaking book goes further, helping us to manage
the challenges that stem from oppression and moving
beyond self-love and into belonging. Radical Belonging
addresses the political, sociological, psychological, and
biological underpinnings of your experiences, helping
you understand that the alienation and pain you are
experiencing is not personal, but human.
• Nov Release • NewSouth • 305pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9781647222925*

Happiness Becomes You
Turner, Tina

$34.99

Tina Turner, one of the world’s most beloved artists and
entertainers, reveals the deep wisdom that underpins
her longstanding faith in Buddhism and provides a guide
to these principles so you can find happiness in your
own life. In Happiness Becomes You, Tina shows how
all of us can overcome life’s obstacles-even transform
the ‘impossible’ to possible-and fulfill our dreams.
• Dec Release • HarperCollins • 240pp • HB

Vikjord, Kristin

The Science of Living
Farrimond, Dr Stuart

$34.99

Explore the science behind your daily living habits and
make your day healthier, happier, and more productive.
Many of the activities we take for granted are in fact
contrary to a healthy lifestyle. In this groundbreaking
book, long-held beliefs are exploded by new science:
drinking eight glasses a day is too much; breakfast isn’t
the most important meal of the day; smartphones are
not making us all depressed. The Science of Living
debunks pseudo-science and delivers only the facts.
• Dec Release • Penguin • 256pp • HB • 17 x 21.7cm

*9780008398637*

Inner Spark

*9781950665341*

$29.99

Inner Spark is a book that will help you move through
difficult times, and remind you of your own greatness.
Kristin Vikjord presents a practical toolkit of exercises
to help find, regain and nurture your inner spark. Inner
Spark offers eight ‘prescriptions for wellbeing’ including
practical activities that match up to the three sections of
the book: normalization; clarification and agency.
• Oct Release • Pan Macmillan • 256pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9780241387375*

The Soul’s Twins
Benedict Raffa, Jean

$37.99

Humanity today is plagued by a loss of meaning and
alienation from self and others. Drawing on Jungian
psychology and wisdom traditions from world religions,
Dr. Raffa offers a self-guided journey to heightened
self-awareness and compassion. This is a guide for all
who desire greater self-fulfillment and freedom to be
themselves.
• Jan Release • Schiffer • 208pp • HB • 15 x 23cm

*9781529043594*
*9780764360602*
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Spark Change
Lee, Jennie

$39.99

It’s been said that finding the right question is more
important than finding its answer. In Spark Change, Lee
shows you how to identify that most important question
and explore how it might redefine the trajectory of your
life. Lee guides you through 108 inspiring questions
designed to deepen your awareness of your innermost
needs and initiate powerful shifts throughout your life.
• Nov Release • Sounds True • 184pp • PB • 12.7 x 19cm

Astrology’s Higher Octaves
Bogart, Greg

$64.99

Influenced by Jung’s interest in astrology and dream
analysis, Greg Bogart, PhD, presents a potent technique
for combining astrology and dreams, where parallels and
synchronicities between dream imagery and planetary
symbolism amplify the truthful messages both convey.
Astrology’s Higher Octaves expands the celestial art’s
range of social influence and teaches us to extend the
ray of consciousness in many directions simultaneously.
• Jan Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 232pp • PB • 15 x
23cm

*9781683644583*

Death Rights and Rites
Fenley, Judith and Zell, Oberon

$37.99

Death Rights and Rites presents practical information
for approaching death and dying with a sense of
personal and sacred meaning. This book assists those
who want to approach dying with a deeper sense of
purpose. It is possible to manifest your deepest spiritual
values before, during, and after death.
• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 312pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9780738748818*

Mind Body Spirit
A

Angelic Lightwork
Fairchild, Alana

$32.99

Learn how to attract angelic energy and create magic,
healing, love, and light. Join Alana Fairchild as she
shows how to connect with the powerful and beautiful
sacred practices of angelic lightwork. Even if you are
a beginner, you can recover your heart connection with
the angels, awaken your inner healing channel, and
transform your life with loving spiritual energy.
• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 240pp • PB • 12.7 x 18cm

*9780892541935*

AstroTwins’ 2021 Horoscope $69.99
Edut, Tali and Edut, Ophira

Celebrity astrologers and twin sisters Tali and Ophira
Edut - better known as The AstroTwins - reach millions
daily with their spot-on horoscopes. Their popular
yearly horoscope guide pinpoints the must-know dates
and power moves every zodiac sign can effectively
use, all year long. Through richly-detailed horoscopes
for every sign, the AstroTwins’ 2021 Horoscope helps
you confidently map your major moves, with the stars
on your side.
• Dec Release • Peribo • 450pp • PB • 19 x 23.5cm

*9781733988414*

The Moon Book

Gottesdiener, Sarah Faith

$54.99

We all know the moon. We all have a relationship
with it. This evergreen book will be an informative and
comprehensive guide to lunar living, incorporating
radical, self-empowering, and magical tools and
resources for the beginner and experienced lunarfollower alike.
• Nov Release • Pan Macmillan • 320pp • HB • 19 x 23cm

*9780738762692*

IC: Angel Blessings
Marooney, Kimberly

$39.99

Reverend Kimberly Marooney’s acclaimed Angels
Blessings kit - revised, updated, and in print once again
- makes it even easier for you to build a stronger, more
prosperous connection with the angelic kingdom and to
draw from the angels’ strength in your times of struggle.
Each of the Angel Blessing cards included are beautiful
reproductions of a fine art masterpiece inscribed with
the name of the Angel and the Angel’s mission.
• Dec Release • Allen & Unwin • 192pp • Kit • 12.1 x
15.9cm

*9781250206183*

Auras (In Focus)
Joylina Goodings

$24.99

After a thorough introduction of how to read each aura
and its unique healing properties, Auras (In Focus)
gives exercises on how to harness the power of each
field and direct these powerful energies to heal blocked
chakras, extend your auras for others to feel it, feel
and interpret the auras of other people, use auras to
develop your senses and feelings, and balance auras
to affect your physical health.
• Dec Release • Allen & Unwin • 160pp • HB • 15 x 22.9cm

*9781592339785*

Finding Home within
the Heart of the Earth

$33.99

Skyfire, Eagle

Create a deep sense of security, peace, and comfort
for yourself and your loved ones by making the energy
of your home more harmonious with nature. Featuring
simple techniques presented through the lens of a
shaman and tradition keeper, this lovely book teaches
you how to live gently upon the planet and improve your
physical and spiritual wellness. With this book, you can
build a living space that makes you happier, healthier,
and more productive.
• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 240pp • PB • 13.3 x 20cm

*9780738760667*

*9781577152248*

Plant Spirit Reiki
Johnstone, Fay

$26.99

Enrich your Reiki practice by connecting with the healing
spirit of plants and the natural world. In this practical
workbook, Fay Johnstone demonstrates how energy
healers and Reiki practitioners can partner with plant
spirit allies and the forces of nature for powerful healing
for themselves, others, and our planet.
• Dec Release • Inner Traditions • 224pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9781644111048*
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A

Soul Healing for
the Star Seeds

Heroines of Olympus

$17.95

Mackin Roberts, Ellie

$29.99

Heroines of Olympus retells the tales of 50 classic
characters, plucking the threads of their lives and
weaving them together to create the full stories of these
legendary women. Each story is accompanied by a
captivating illustration and followed by a critical analysis
of their role in the tradition of Greek storytelling, and in
ancient society.

Marie, Kayla

Soul Healing for the Star Seeds was co-created with
Spirit as a beautifully illustrated guide for children
and anyone who is in need of a simple way to attune
themselves to Spirit, stay grounded and to connect
to Mother Earth. This book can be read to younger
children and you can do the exercises together, or for
the older child as a guide to do the exercise themselves.

• Dec Release • Allen & Unwin • 208pp • HB • 15 x 21cm

• Nov Release • Animal Dreaming • 16pp • HB • 20 x 20cm

*9781787394926*
*9780648843610*

Dreaming Techniques
King, Serge Kahili

Boost your creativity with these journals!

$26.99

Meditation Sewn Notebook
Collection (Set of 3)

In this guide to mastering the art of dreaming, Serge
Kahili King explores techniques to harness the power
of dreams for healing, transformation, and changing
your experience of reality. Drawing on his analysis of
5,000 of his own dreams as well as those of students
and clients, King examines the types of night dreams we
have, how to remember them better, and how to make
use of them to improve our health and well-being.

$24.99

Insight Editions

Express your thoughts and meditative experiences with
this beautiful set of three linen-textured notebooks.
Featuring 64 pages each, this notebook collection will
inspire you to take time each day to quiet your mind and
live life with more intention.

• Dec Release • Inner Traditions • 240pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

• Dec Release • Simon & Schuster • 64pp • Box Set • 15
x 21.5cm

*9781591433880*

A Little Bit of
Lucid Dreaming

*9781647220853*

$14.99

Lee, Cyrena

Crows Journal

Lucid dreaming is, simply put, the realisation that you are
dreaming. Cyrena Lee, a long-time expert on the topic,
coaches you through exercises to remember dreams,
keep a dream journal, fall asleep while fully conscious
and practise dream meditation. This accessible look at
a growing practice presents uncharted opportunities for
personal and spiritual growth.

Roi, Corrado

This is a high quality notebook with a flexible cover and
satin page marker. It has 160 blank pages of cream
coloured quality paper.
• Jan Release • Lo Scarabeo • 160pp • PB • 15 x 21cm

• Dec Release • NewSouth • 128pp • HB • 12.7 x 17.8cm

*9788865276815*

*9781454942849*

Beyond Faery
T. Kruse, John

$25.99

F*ck This Sh*t

$41.99

Peterson, Caitlin

$26.99

This journal is the place to unload your stress when you
just don’t feel like being grateful, choosing joy, or being
mindful. With zero pressure to be positive, optimistic, or
even hopeful, this journal allows you to wallow in your
anger, sadness, or despair while it gently and subtly
helps you realize that everything will actually be okay.

Beyond the faerie realms, all sorts of magical creatures
lurk. This book explores some of the more fearsome
beasts that have been known to meddle in human
affairs. Join renowned faery expert John T. Kruse as
he reveals the secret lives of merfolk and meremaids,
river sprites and kelpies, hags and banshees as well as
hobs, goblins, bogies daemon dogs, and many more.

• Oct Release • Pan Macmillan • 128pp • HB • 13.5 x 20cm

• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 312pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9781250271198*
*9780738766102*

Finding Faeries
Rowland, Alexandra

Recharge

$29.99

Insight Editions

In today’s high-speed world of overstimulation and
overachievement, our personal batteries have never felt
more drained. Recharge supports making changes to
your daily habits that will restore and boost your energy
levels. Each daily spread includes space to track and
record your goals, stresses, diet, and activities, and
then reflect on the impact those things had on your
energy level throughout the day.

Discover where faeries and other mythical creatures
are hiding in our modern, urban environment with
this beautifully illustrated guide to uncovering magical
beings. From the musty corners of libraries to the
darkest depths of urban sewers, faeries, boggarts,
redcaps, and other fantastical species can be found all
around us—but only if we know where to look.
• Dec Release • Simon & Schuster • 208pp • HB • 14 x
21cm

• Dec Release • Simon & Schuster • 184pp • Box Set •
14.6 x 21cm

*9781982150266*

68

$27.99

*9781647222086*
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Entering Hekate’s Garden
Brannen, Cyndi

$37.99

A guide to the plant spirit ritual and witchcraft, with
practical instruction on the use of 60 botanicals
associated with the beloved goddess Hekate. Bringing
pharmakeia (the practice of plant spirit witchcraft) into
contemporary times, Entering Hekate’s Garden merges
historical knowledge with modern techniques. In it,
author Cyndi Brennan offers her extensive insight into
Hekatean ritual and witchcraft and its application.
• Jan Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 288pp • PB • 17.8
x 23cm

Murphy-Hiscock, Arin

$32.99

Craft a home for your witchcraft knowledge, secrets,
new spells, and divinations with this beautifully
designed, customizable grimoire to elevate and
advance your witchcraft practice. In Grimoire, you’ll find
all the reference information you need for your witchcraft
practice, along with blank pages for you to record your
own observations, spells, and rituals.
• Dec Release • Simon & Schuster • 256pp • HB • 18 x
23cm

Kane, Aurora

$24.99

Home-healing spells and meditations-accompanied by
more than 100 inspiring illustrations-give you everything
you need to transform your home into a restorative and
magical space. House Magic presents home protections
for every living space that bring together the traditions
of earth magic, meditation, herbalism, self-awareness,
astrology, and feminist spirituality.
• Dec Release • Allen & Unwin • 176pp • HB • 14 x 21cm

Luna

Driessen, Tamara

• Dec Release • Penguin • 224pp • HB • 15.2 x 23cm

*9781786784278*

Cockram, Bernice

$35.00

Luna is your essential guide to harnessing the moon’s
healing potential and achieving a happier, more fulfilling
life. Luna empowers by grounding you in the moment,
inspiring you to celebrate the positives in your life
and helping you find a clear sense of purpose. Luna
nourishes you with moon rituals for every occasion,
from crystals to tarot and meditation, that you can use
during the moon’s cycles.

$24.99

With Sacred Geometry, learn the fascinating history
behind this ancient tradition as well as how to decipher
the geometrical symbols, formulas, and patterns based
on mathematical patterns. At its core, sacred geometry
seeks to find the universal patterns that are found and
applied to the objects surrounding us, such as the designs
found in temples, churches, mosques, monuments, art,
architecture, and nature.
• Dec Release • Allen & Unwin • 160pp • HB • 15 x 22.9cm

*9781577152255*

Tarbuck, Alice

$35.00

In A Spell in the Wild, Alice Tarbuck explores what it
means to be a witch today. Where ‘witch’ was once a
dangerous - and often deadly - accusation, it is now a
proud self-definition. And as the world becomes ever
more complicated and we face ecological, political,
social and global health crises, witchcraft is experiencing
a resurgence. Magic is back.
• Dec Release • Hachette • 304pp • HB • 13.8 x 22.2cm

*9781529380859*

Wild Magic

*9781577152118*

$44.99

Rebel Witch reminds witches of the wondrous opportunity
to jump into experimentation and invent something wild
and individual, a practice shaped by their individual
personality and life journey. There’s information about
all the elements of the craft, from energy raising, sacred
space creation and receiving signs to casting spells,
holding rituals, scrying, potions and much more.

A Spell in the Wild

*9781507214244*

House Magic

Maddox, Kelly-Ann

Sacred Geometry

*9781578637225*

Grimoire

Rebel Witch

Forest, Danu

$37.99

Shake off the energy of our frenetic modern-day life and
reconnect to the wild magic of your heart. This book is
an immersive guide to creating deep relationships with
faerie folk, green kin, the ancestors, and the spirits of the
land. Explore dozens of meditations and exercises based
on Celtic lore that serve as energetic keys for accessing
levels of reality and spiritual destinations that will forever
transform your relationship to the here and now.
• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 336pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

• Dec Release • Penguin • 288pp • HB • 15.8 x 21.6cm

*9780738762678*

Essential Tarot Writings $55.99

*9780241418130*

Queering Your Craft
Snow, Cassandra

Tyson, Donald

$27.99

While there are books that address magick for
resistance and queer myth, until now there has not been
one that specifically addresses the practice of queer
magick from an LGBTQ+ standpoint. Queering the
Craft combines queer aesthetic and culture with pagan
and metaphysical spiritual practice in a way that is
commonplace but has not been written about until now.
• Jan Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 272pp • PB • 15 x
23cm

Presenting invaluable essays written by prominent
occultists, this profound book explores the fascinating
evolution of tarot as a magical tool. Occult scholar
Donald Tyson has edited and annotated these important
works to convey each occultist’s message in the context
of the time period. Essential Tarot Writings reveals
where many of our fundamental assumptions about the
tarot come from. From Antoine Court de Gebelin to S.
L. MacGregor Mathers, the titans of esoteric tarot are
brought together in one must-have collection.
• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 432pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9780738765372*

*9781578637218*
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The Book of Lies

$27.99

Crowley, Aleister and Kaczynski, Richard

One of the most influential and bestselling of Crowley’s
many works, with witty, subtle, and provocative
paradoxes that challenge and exhilarate the mind.
The Book of Lies is not a philosophic or mystical
treatise. It is, instead, a witty and instructive collection
of paradoxes. The Book of Lies was first published
in 1913. This Weiser Classics edition features a new
introduction by Richard Kaczynski.
• Jan Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 208pp • PB • 15 x
23cm

Moon Magic
Kane, Aurora

$24.99

With Moon Magic, invite the power of the Moon into your
life every day. With this invaluable handbook, follow
the Moon as she traverses each sign of the zodiac and
discover how each astrological phase affects magicand how your personal Moon sign affects your magical
work. You will learn how to properly conduct spells using
candles and gemstones at exactly the right lunar moment
to enhance the flow of power.
• Available Now • Allen & Unwin • 192pp • HB • 14 x 21cm

*9781577151876*
*9781578637188*

Modern Guide to
Meditation Beads

$29.99

Yrizarry, Shannon

Meditation beads are spiritual tools that have been used
for thousands of years and they can change your life
today. This book explores the history and symbolism of
the beads and it shows you how to choose beads, make
your own meditation bracelets and necklaces, and use
the beads in your meditation practice.
• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 216pp • PB • 13 x 18cm

Hunting for Power
Oliver, S.M.

$29.95

Hunting for Power is a pathway to unity; a handbook
that offers its readers a blueprint that, if observed with
integrity, will afford effective and immediate personal
empowerment; a guide that navigates us as we embark
on our own inner healing journey. Hunting for Power
combines fundamental Toltec tradition with contemporary
attitude to motivate and inspire affirmative change.
• Dec Release • Animal Dreaming • 208pp • PB • 15.3 x
23.4cm

*9780648843665*

*9780738765013*

Bestiary Puzzle:
$29.99
Monarch Butterfly (750 pieces)

Shamanism

Mackinnon, Christa

$26.99

Connect with the animal kingdom and celebrate change
with the Monarch Butterfly (Danaus plexippus). Through
the intricate linework and lush colours of illustrator Kate
O’Hara’s art, this puzzle highlights the beauty and
resilience of the Monarch Butterfly.

Shamanism is a spiritual practice that has persisted
since ancient times. In this book, discover the origins,
background, cosmology and practices of traditional
shamanism before being introduced to the first steps in
your own shamanic journey, from power animals and
guardian spirit, to working with nature, ancestors and soul
retrieval.

• Nov Release • Peribo • 750 Piece Jigsaw • 19.6 x 27cm

• Nov Release • Peribo • 128pp • HB • 20 x 23cm

*9781635864045*

*9781839641992*

Toll, Maia

Crystallary Puzzle:
Garden Quartz (750 pieces)

$29.99

Toll, Maia

Unearth the magic of minerals with Garden Quartz. This
puxxle reveals the multitudes this gemstone contains,
beautifully captured in the delicate linework of illustrator
Kate O’Hara.
• Nov Release • Peribo • 750 Piece Jigsaw • 19.6 x 27cm

Shamanism (In Focus)
Gunn, Celia M.

$24.99

Shamanism is an ancient healing tradition that serves
to connect nature with all living creatures. Based on the
ancient traditions and wisdom from First Nations around the
world, including North and South America, Asia, and Europe,
Shamanism (In Focus) teaches you how to create a spiritual
practice to bring change, healing, and transformation to your
life using updated and modernised shamanic traditions.
• Dec Release • Allen & Unwin • 160pp • HB • 15 x 22.9cm

*9781635864052*
*9781577152231*

Herbiary Puzzle:
$29.99
California Poppy (750 pieces)
Toll, Maia

The Call of Intuition

• Nov Release • Peribo • 750 Piece Jigsaw • 19.6 x 27cm

The Call of Intuition shows how integrating and balancing
your three inner guides intuition, instinct, and insight helps
you unleash your deepest creative wisdom and move
forward with a renewed zest for life. You will discover how
to work with chakras, crystals, mindfulness, spirit guides,
prayers, and more as you become attuned to the natural
flow of universal energy.

The California Poppy (Eschscholzia californica) offers
soothing medicine, encouraging a deep relaxation and
rest that brings renewal. Illustrator Kate O’Hara captures
poppy’s cycle of rest and renewal in this detailed puzzle,
featuring her drawing, from Maia Toll’s best-selling book
The Illustrated Herbiary, and brings to life the poppy’s
restorative glow.

*9781635864038*
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Franken, Kris

$32.99

• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 240pp • PB • 13 x 20cm

*9780738765938*

The Chiron Effect
Tahir, Lisa

IC: Enchanted Animal
Oracle Cards

$26.99

Bibes, Nick

Lisa Tahir reveals how to use the astrological placement
of the minor planet Chiron in your birth chart to identify
the core wounds and unconscious patterns. She coins
the phrase “Chiron Effect” to describe the magnetic
pull that individuals have around specific areas of
vulnerability. Your personal Chiron placement can
become the source of your greatest healing.

These cards have been created to help you find your way
back to your true self. With gorgeous animal illustrations
and inspirational messages, the animals bring one
message, while the star on the reverse offers another.
Use a single card as a daily affirmation or hold a question
in your mind and pick a card for guidance.

• Dec Release • Animal Dreaming • 45 Cards & 80pp Guide
• 12 x 17cm

• Dec Release • Inner Traditions • 224pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9781591433958*

Pagan Portals Guided Visualisations

$34.95

*9780648843627*

$14.99

IC: The Essential Oils
Healing Deck

Lucya, Starza

$29.99

Cook, Michelle Schoffro

Guided visualisations use an interactive story to
help people know themselves better, find solutions
to problems and get ideas for creative projects. They
can also be used as a wellbeing tool using relaxation
techniques. Within this book are visualisations created
for those on the paths of paganism, witchcraft and
earth-based spirituality.

This beautifully illustrated deck will help you understand
the benefits of a variety of essential oils and harness
their healing powers. Each of the 52 cards outlines the
properties of an essential oil, ranging from frankincense
to lavender, while the booklet provides a comprehensive
introduction to these oils with their history and applications.

• Dec Release • John Hunt • 83pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

• Dec Release • NewSouth • 96 Cards • 9.5 x 15cm

*9781789045673*

*9781454941729*

The Division

IC: Unicorns Oracle

$29.95

Williamson, Paul

Barbieri, Paolo

Paolo Barbieri created a unique and previously unseen
vision of unicorns. His unicorns transcend the stereotypical
fluffy unicorns bringing these noble beasts into the elite of
Fantasy. This is an oracle deck that can be used both for
divination and as inspirational cards, and contains 34 full
colour cards and instructions.

There are two main streams of human consciousness
on Earth. One stream deeply acknowledges the
sacredness of all life. The other stream does not. The
Division is a sequel to Earth Warrior, but it stands alone
as a powerful and provocative work. Paul Williamson
has created a compelling book that will urge you to think
deeply about how we are living on this Earth, and what
future that is creating

• Jan Release • Lo Scarabeo • 34 Cards • 8.8 x 12.5cm

• Nov Release • Animal Dreaming • 400pp • PB

*9788865276754*

TC: Aleister Crowley
Deluxe Tarot Gilded Deck

*9780648843634*

Oracle & Tarot
IC: Crystal Oversoul Cards
Eastwood, Michael

$34.99

$119.99

Crowley, Aleister

Aleister Crowley’s Thoth Tarot deck maintains a worldwide
following for both its striking art deco beauty and its
rich depiction of occult knowledge. Lady Frieda Harris’
magnificent artwork layers iconic Egyptian symbolism with
Kabalistic and astrological attributions. This deluxe limited
edition features gold gilt edging on both the 78-card tarot
deck and the 116-page hardcover book by Akron and Hajo
Banzhaf.

$49.99

A card deck and guidebook set to help you access the
higher energies of the Crystal Oversouls and accelerate
the awakening process. It contains 66 beautiful full-color
crystal mandala cards for contemplation and meditation.
The accompanying guidebook provides insight into the
meaning of the crystals, including their spiritual and
metaphysical properties, associated scents, and their
connections to the chakra system.

• Jan Release • US Games • 78 Cards & 116pp Guide • 14
x 19cm

• Dec Release • Inner Traditions • 66 Cards • 14 x 19cm

*9781572819801*
*9781644111765*

IC: Goddess Temple Oracle
Perini, Sarah and Albanese, Elena

TC: Heaven & Earth
Tarot Set Edition

$34.99

$75.99

Sephiroth, Jack

A deck of mind-blowing beauty. Jack Sephiroth challenges
the timeless symbology of Tarot with his incredible art,
where symbols and hidden nuances are woven together
with the greatest mastery. Includes 78 full colour tarot
cards and 160pp full colour book.

A deep oracle deck of ancient Wisdom. Elena Albanese,
through the guidance of Sarah Perini, has created a
Goddess themed oracle deck. Each card is like a temple,
containing and accepting the timeless power of the
Goddess in her many facets, along the passing and turning
of the Wheel of the Year. 45 full colour cards & instructions

• Jan Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards & 160pp Guide •
7 x 12cm

• Jan Release • Lo Scarabeo • 45 Cards • 8.8 x 12.5cm

*9788865276679*

*9788865276747*
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TC: Murder of Crows
Tarot Limited Edition

$75.99

Tarot Bag - Crows

$19.99

Lo Scarabeo

Satin printed tarot bag.

Roi, Corrado

The Crow comes last. Omen bringer, messenger,
guardian and scavenger: the crow has no master. Black
cards, with just a hint of red blood colour, this gothic
deck brings fear and disquiet into Tarot as never seen
before. A Tarot deck to read with your own soul.

• Jan Release • Lo Scarabeo • Tarot Bag • 16 x 22.5cm

*9788865276785*

Jan Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards • 7 x 12cm

Tarot Bag - Heaven & Earth
*9788865276662*

TC: Smith-Waite Deluxe
Tarot Gilded Deck

Satin printed tarot bag.

$119.99

Graham, Sasha

Pamela Colman Smith’s groundbreaking art transformed
tarot with vibrant drawings and fully illustrated Minors.
This deluxe Limited Edition set features gold gilt edging
on the 78-card Smith-Waite Tarot deck. The card back
features a classic fleur-de-lis and diamond pattern
stamped in gold foil over a green background. Included
in this set is a gilt-edged 74-page hardcover book Magic
and Meaning in the Smith-Waite Tarot.
• Jan Release • US Games • 78 Cards & 74pp Guide •
14 x 19cm

*9781646710010*

TC: Tarot Gold &
Black Edition

$106.99

After the extraordinary success of the Black and Gold
Tarot deck, Lo Scarabeo has designed and created its
twin and complementary deck. This time the ageless
artwork of Pamela Colman Smith under the direction of
Arthur Edward Waite, has been printed with gold over a
black background. The line art of 1909 is now exalted
beyond its original splendour.
• Jan Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards • 12 x 6.5cm

*9788865276686*

Yoshitani, Yoshi

• Jan Release • Lo Scarabeo • Tarot Bag • 16 x 22.5cm

*9788865276761*

Fiction
Burn, Beautiful Soul
William, Donahue

$34.99

With rich, vibrant art and a keen understanding of
traditional tarot archetypes, illustrator Yoshi Yoshitani
infuses Tarot of the Divine with worldly insight and an
intriguing selection of fables and folktales from cultures
across the globe. As you acquaint yourself with your
cards, a 44-page guidebook illuminates how these
fables support traditional tarot imagery and themes.

Basil the demon king has come to a crossroads. He
has grown tired of life underground and regretful of the
atrocities he has committed to maintain his hold on power.
Wanderlust leads him to the surface, to live freely among
humans. Considering the state of the world, most humans
seem unfazed by his arrival - but not all. A religious zealot
with murderous intentions and a vengeful biker gang seek
his end...

*9781789045260*

The Wanderers on Earth
Susan, Plunket

• Dec Release • John Hunt • 336pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

*9781789045321*

Conspiracy Theories
Conspiracy Theories

*9780593135143*

Delics, Lucy

King, Jamie

$32.99

A psychedelic-inspired oracle deck featuring magical
esoteric symbols, shamanic plant medicine, tarot
archetypes, and high-vibration patterns. Features
intricate black-and-white archetypal and fractal images
that act as binary codes of consciousness, allowing you
to feel the inner guidance flowing from the cards and
make intuitive interpretations.

• Nov Release • Hachette • 320pp • PB • 12.9 x 19.8cm

*9781787835658*
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$22.99

Where did the Coronavirus outbreak originate and was
the pandemic predicted? Did aliens help to build the
Sphinx and the Great Pyramid of Giza, and what were
they trying to tell us? Is the food industry colluding to
make us addicted to sugar? Prepare yourself for some
startling revelations on these topics and many more in
this updated and expanded compendium of the world’s
scariest and strangest conspiracy theories.

• Dec Release • Inner Traditions • 78 Cards • 10 x 14cm

*9781644110607*

$29.99

As this second book opens, the wanderers from the
fifth dimension are now incarnate on Earth in the third
dimension as 21 year old humans living around the world.
Growing up they have each had many strange encounters
with the dark side, and now suspect they are not from
this time and place. When they wake up, they reunite with
their twin flames, and remember who they are and why
they incarnated. The second volume in the Mission From
Venus saga by Susan Plunket.

• Dec Release • Penguin • 78 Cards • 12.7 x 16.5cm

TC: Visionary Path Tarot

$29.99

• Dec Release • John Hunt • 360pp • PB • 13.97 x 21.59cm

Waite, Arthur Edward

TC: Tarot of the Divine

$19.99

Lo Scarabeo

Mind Body Spirit Bestsellers August 2020
2021 I Can Do It
Calendar

TC: Rider Tarot Deck Standard
Also Available:
TC: Rider Waite
Tarot Deck
Pocket
9780880793469
$26.99

2021 Gratitude Diary

The Crystal Bible - Vol. 1
Also Available:
Crystal Bible
Vol. 2

Hay,
Louise

Spears,
Melanie

9781841813509

$21.99

$39.99

$22.99

$29.99

*9780913866139*

*9781401956486*

*9781841813615*

*9780648031093*

IC: Starseed Oracle

IC: Moonology Oracle

IC: Work Your Light
Oracle Cards

2021 Moonology Diary

$21.99

*9781788173643*

Also Available:
Moonology
9781781807422
$19.99

Campbell,
Rebecca with
Noel, Danielle

Boland,
Yasmin

$36.99

*9781788172882*

IC: Universe Has Your
Back

The Green Witch

$29.99

$31.99

$24.99

*9781781809969*

IC: Angel and Ancestors

Also Available:
PB: Universe Has
Your Back $19.99
9781401946555

MurphyHiscock, Arin

Campbell,
Rebecca

*9781781809952*
A

IC: White Light Oracle
Fairchild,

Gray, Kyle

Alana

$24.99

$34.95

$24.99

*9781507204719*

*9781781809334*

Crystals

IC: Spirit Animal
Oracle

Eason,
Cassandra

A

Earth Warriors Oracle
Fairchild,
Alana

$34.95

*9781925538298*

A

Baron-Reid,
Colette

$27.99

*9781787390423*

*9781788170017*

Segal, Inna

$29.95

$39.99

*9781401952792*
A

IC: Beyond Lemuria
Oracle Cards
Ivy, Izzy

$34.95

*9781925538830*

Secret Language
of Your Body

*9780980286557*
A

IC: Secret Language
of Light Oracle
Jarvie,
Denise

$34.95

*9781925538472*

*9781925538755*
A

2021 Moon
Planting Guide
Aracaria
Guides

$12.00

*9780648807001*

TC: Tattoo Tarot
Megamunden

$24.99

*9781786272058*
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OCTOBER IS BLUE ANGEL MONTH
AT BRUMBY SUNSTATE!
We’re proud to exclusively distribute Blue Angel in Australia and to thank you for your support for the
range over the past year, Blue Angel Month is back in 2020 with a fantastic range of offers.

Blue Angel Month 2020 offers:
OFFER 1: Purchase $400 nett across the entire Blue Angel range and receive an
extra 10% discount off the nett price.
OFFER 2: Purchase $500 nett across the entire Blue Angel range and receive an
extra 10% discount off the nett price, plus 2 free Blue Angel decks.
OFFER 3: Purchase $600 nett across the entire Blue Angel range and receive an
extra 10% discount off the nett price, plus 2 free Blue Angel decks & 1 journal.
OFFER 4: Purchase $850 nett across the entire Blue Angel range and receive an
extra 10% discount off the nett price, plus 3 free Blue Angel decks & 1 journal.
OFFER 5: Purchase $1000 nett across the entire Blue Angel range and receive an
extra 10% discount off the nett price, plus 4 free Blue Angel decks & 2 journals.
Use the promotional codes below to redeem the offer of your choice:

BAMONTH20 - to receive an extra 10% off the nett price
BADECKS20 - to receive your free Blue Angel decks
BAJOURNAL20 - to receive your free Blue Angel journals
The free decks and journals will be selected from the below at random:

9781925538755
RRP: $34.95

9781925538830
RRP: $34.95

9781925538632 9781925538472
RRP: $34.95
RRP: $34.95

9781925538502
RRP: $29.95

9781922161710
RRP: $24.95

Offer ends October 31st 2020. For more information please contact your rep or customer service
on orders@brumbysunstate.com.au or 07 3217 0238.
**EXAMPLE: $850 nett is spent, so you include BAMONTH20 promo code x 1, BADECKS20 x 3, and BAJOURNAL20 x 1 to ensure
you receive the correct promotional items.
**Promotional Period: 1st October 2020 - 31st October 2020.
**Please make sure that your account is in order and that you have reached your minimum order requirement or you may miss
out on this special offer.

BLUE ANGEL - TOP 20 CARDS
IC: White Light Oracle

RRP:
$34.95

IC: The Secret Language Of
Light Oracle

IC: Beyond Lemuria Oracle
Cards

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$49.95

*9781922161956*

*9781925538755*

*9781925538472*

*9781925538830*

IC: Gaia Oracle Set

IC: Kuan Yin Oracle

IC: Lightworker Oracle

RRP:
$29.95

RRP:
$34.95

TC: Dreams Of Gaia Tarot Set

IC: Nature's Whispers Oracle
Card Set

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$29.95

*9780980398373*

*9780987204189*

*9781925538007*

*9781922161390*

IC: Rumi Oracle Deck

IC: Oracle Of The Hidden
Worlds Deck

IC: Sacred Earth Oracle

TC: Dreams Of Gaia Tarot
Pocket Edition

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$34.95

*9781922161680*

*9781925538663*

*9781925538304*

*9781925538632*

IC: Isis Oracle

IC: Alice The Wonderland
Oracle

IC: Sacred Rebels Oracle Set

IC: Whispers Of Healing
Oracle Cards

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$34.95

RRP:
$34.95

*9781922161017*

*9781925538359*

*9781922161338*

*9781925538267*

IC: Animal Dreaming Oracle
Cards

IC: Liquid Crystal Oracle Set

IC: Crystal Mandala Oracle Set

IC: Oracle Of The Mermaids

RRP:
$34.95

*9780980286533*

RRP:
$44.95

*9780980555073*

RRP:
$34.95

*9781922161895*

RRP:
$34.95

*9781922161031*

Culture and Society
A

Unbreakable Rock
Bowden, Michael J

$34.99

Drawing on over thirty years of relationship with the
people and land of Central Australia, Michael Bowden
guides us into the world of Altyerre, the ancient allencompassing and enduring world view of the Arrernte
people. In these insightful accounts of love, life, family
and football Michael explores the sacredness of
everyday life through an Arrernte lens and invites us to
join him in searching for Mystery in our own lives.
• Oct Release • Lake Press • 328pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

Shocked by 9/11, the Great Recession, digital anxiety, and
ecological collapse, the West suffers from nostalgia. People
everywhere yearn for a utopian version of the past that
never existed. Desperate for relief, many long to escape
from the present. Some will stop at nothing to achieve it.
In his essential new book, Grafton Tanner argues that our
nostalgia today is partly a consequence of the attention
economy. Spanning from the ancient Sophists to Black
Mirror, The Circle of the Snake is at once a reckoning
with the myth of digital utopia and an incisive analysis of
nostalgia as a weapon to spread fascism.
• Dec Release • John Hunt • 176pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

Religion

$47.99

Watson, Captain Paul and Humphrey, Tiffany

Orcapedia presents a sobering look at the current
imprisonment of a highly intelligent, socially complex,
non-threatening species--orcas--by an industry strictly
for profit. Today, there are dozens of orcas still in
captivity. Readers are introduced to more than 60 orcas
by name along with their photos, personal history,
and notable incidents that have occurred during their
captivity. This book mandates change and inspires us
to follow through.
• Dec Release • Book Publishing Co. • 120pp • PB • 21.6
x 28cm

When We Die

J. Doka PhD, Kenneth

• Jan Release • Llewellyn • 288pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9780738762937*

Zeitgeist Nostalgia

Joseph and the
Way of Forgiveness

$24.99

From Trump’s backward-looking promise to “make
America great again” to the hipster’s fondness for a
pre-industrial age of craft, nostalgia saturates our world.
Gandini’s book is a remarkable and insightful guide to
this phenomenon, laying out the deep roots of its origins
and setting out the contours of its limits.
• Nov Release • John Hunt • 136pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

*9781789044478*

$33.99

Premonitions of death, near-death experiences, and afterlife
communication are common experiences, but they can be
difficult to talk about and understand. Dr. Kenneth Doka a
world-renowned expert on death, dying, and bereavement
explores dozens of case studies and fascinating research
on the unusual phenomena related to the dying process and
helps you come to your own understanding of what these
experiences mean.

*9781570673986*

Alessandro, Gandini

$27.99

Tanner, Grafton

*9781789040227*

*9780949681942*

Orcapedia

The Circle of the Snake

$29.99

Mitchell, Stephen

Based on the biblical story of Joseph and his brothers, The
Way of Forgiveness is a riveting expansion, lush with vivid
characters and a captivating sense of place. What’s new
here is the lyrical, witty, vivid prose, informed by a wisdom
that brings fresh insight to this foundational legend of
betrayal and all-embracing forgiveness. Mitchell’s retelling
interweaves the narrative with brief meditations that, with
their Zen surprises, expand and illuminate the main themes.
The engrossing tale that he has created will capture the
hearts and minds of modern readers and show them that
this ancient story can still challenge, delight, and astonish.
• Oct Release • Pan Macmillan • 288pp • HB • 13.5 x 20cm

Chronos Crime Chronicles The Death of Amy Robsart

$14.99

Sarah-Beth, Watkins

Amy Robsart was the wife of Queen Elizabeth I’s
favourite, Robert Dudley, later Earl of Leicester. In
September 1560, she was found dead, her neck broken,
at the bottom of a flight of stairs at Cumnor Place. Some
said she was ill, others that she was desperate. More
sinister rumours talked of murder. In this book we look
at Amy’s unsolved death and examine who had motive
to commit such a dark deed. Was it an accident, suicide
or murder? The Death of Amy Robsart is the first volume
in an exciting new historical true crime series.
• Dec Release • John Hunt • 80pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

*9781250239891*

Baby’s First Bible
and Book of Prayers Gift Set
Carlson, Melody

Ideal for commemorating your little one’s birth, baptism,
or first birthday, these beloved family classics are sure to
be keepsakes your child will treasure for years to come.
Perfectly-sized for little hands and specially written for little
hearts, the bestselling Baby’s First Bible and Baby’s First
Book of Prayers are perfect for bedtime, mealtime, story
time, or anytime. Colorful, playful illustrations accompany
each engaging Bible story and rhyming prayer.
• Dec Release • HarperCollins • 192pp • HB

*9781789044829*
*9780310768890*
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$29.99

The Jesus Storybook
Bible

$39.99

Lloyd-Jones, Sally

An interactive story, sound, and song Advent experience
for the whole family! Featuring buttons that activate
20-seconds of classic Christmas music or narration,
there is simply no other holiday book that includes such
an interactive array of creative and heartfelt elements.
This picture book not only highlights the significance of
the Nativity and reaffirms the spiritual meaning of God’s
most precious gift, it does what few other Christmas or
Advent books do.
• Dec Release • HarperCollins • 24pp • HB

Bundy, Tamara

$29.99

From the owl’s hoot to the whispering rain to the
sleepy songs of the wind, every sound of a country
evening becomes a lullaby in Lullaby Prayer.This
debut picture book from author Tamara Bundy will send
your children into dreamland with a promise of God’s
peaceful presence all night long. As gentle nighttime
scenes move through a sleepy farm, lyrical lines lull
little listeners into rest. The trees, fields, and reassuring
night-light reflect Jill Howarth’s rich color palette, even
as the moon smiles, the fireflies dance, and darkness
unfolds her blanket to drape the farm in cozy quiet.
• Dec Release • HarperCollins • 32pp • HB

*9781400221479*

The Bible in Australia
Lake, Meredith

$32.99

• Nov Release • NewSouth • 592pp • PB • 13.5 x 21cm

*9781742237213*

Moore, Peter

Dietschy, Nathalie

In the first book devoted to representations of Jesus Christ
in contemporary photography, Nathalie Dietschy presents
a rich range of images from the 1980s to the present
day. Works by acclaimed artists such as Andres Serrano,
Catherine Opie, Wang Qingsong, Joan Fontcuberta,
Vanessa Beecroft, David LaChapelle, Renee Cox, and
Bettina Rheims offer fresh — and sometimes provocative —
depictions of Christ, embodied by a woman, for example, or
a person of color, addressing issues from race to sexuality
to gender.

*9781789142082*

Forgiving What You
Can’t Forget

$29.99

TerKeurst, Lysa

You deserve to stop suffering because of what other people
have done to you. Lysa TerKeurst has wrestled through
this journey. But in surprising ways, she’s discovered
how to let go of bound-up resentment and overcome the
resistance to forgiving people who aren’t willing to make
things right. With deep empathy, therapeutic insight, and
rich Bible teaching coming out of more than 1,000 hours
of theological study, Lysa will help you learn how to move
on when the other person refuses to change and never
says they’re sorry and discover what the Bible really says
about forgiveness and the peace that comes from living it
out right now.
• Dec Release • HarperCollins • 256pp • PB

In this multi-award-winning history of the Bible in
Australia, Meredith Lake gets under the skin of a text
that’s been wrestled with, preached and tattooed, and
believed to be everything from a resented imposition
to the very Word of God. A must-read for non-believers
and believers alike, The Bible in Australia explores how
in the hands of Bible-bashers, immigrants, suffragists,
evangelists, unionists, writers, artists and Indigenous
Australians, the Bible has played a defining and
contested role in this country. At a time when public
discussion of religion is deeply polarised, this multiaward-winning book offers an innovative and surprising
new perspective on religion and society.

Reinventing Religion

$79.99

• Nov Release • NewSouth • 336pp • HB • 22 x 28cm

*9780310769903*

Lullaby Prayer

The Figure of Christ in
Contemporary Photography

$54.99

This enlightening exposition questions our very
understanding of faith and contends that religions should
remain open to reinventing themselves, both practically
and intellectually, rediscovering neglected traditions
and finding new ways forward. Written with subtlety and
passion, this book gets to the heart of ongoing debates
about the validity and purpose of religion.
• Nov Release • NewSouth • 256pp • PB • 15.6 x 23.4cm

*9781400225194*

Lent 2021 begins on Wednesday 17
February. To secure your copies of
the below for early 2021 delivery,
orders MUST be placed by Friday 30
October.
2021 Sacred Space
for Lent

$9.99

Irish Jesuits

The Sacred Space website, an inspiration of the Irish
Jesuits, continues to be one of the most popular prayer
sites worldwide. Twenty years ago a group of Jesuits
saw the potential of the “new” world wide web as a
way of helping and encouraging people to pray. The
books followed soon after and have been consistent
bestsellers. Sacred Space Lent 2021 continues the
tradition of Scripture reading, points of reflection, a
weekly topic and six steps of prayer and meditation. The
handy format makes this an idea book for pocket, brief
case, handbag or even the glove compartment of the car!
• Jan Release • Messenger Publications • 120pp • PB •
11 x 17cm

*9781788122597*

*9781789143256*
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Have you ordered the full 2020 Lisa Messenger collection?

*0746160036441*

*9780648587279*

RRP: $17.95

RRP: $19.95

RRP: $19.95

RRP: $17.95

*9780648587255*

*9780648587248*

*9780648587217*

*9780995352681*

RRP: $17.95

RRP: $17.95

RRP: $39.95

RRP: $39.95

*9780648587200*

*9780648587293*

RRP: $39.95

*0746160036434*

*9780648587231*

RRP: $29.95

Work From Wherever

*9780648587262*

RRP: $29.95

*9780648587224*

RRP: $24.95

RRP: $29.95
Description: It’s predicted there will be 1 billion digital nomads by 2035. Many of the world’s most iconic companies are
shutting their headquarters to allow their employees to work from anywhere. In Work from Wherever, Lisa shares the lessons
she learnt rebuilding a brand on the move and the incredible nomads she met on her travels. Combining personal anecdotes
with advice from inspiring globe-trotters, roaming employees and untethered founders, this book will ignite your wanderlust,
speak to your inner freedomseeker and provide practical tips for blazing your own trail.
*9780995352650*
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This hand-picked pack of Lake Press Christmas titles will make
your Christmas merchandising so much easier. Featuring new
to range activity and picture books, these books ensure the
magic is in the air up until Santa arrives. Let little readers
explore festive mazes, spend time with The Grinch, colour their
own Christmas wall art, or sing along to Jingle Bell Rock again
and again with a delightful board book.
Total nett price $411.66 (RRP $823.32) plus your normal freight.

Promo Code: LPC400

QTY

RRP
(individual)

WHOLESALE
TOTAL

9780655214151 Jingle Bell Rock - Book with Bells

10

$12.99

$64.95

9780655214168 Christmas Colouring and Maze Book (48 page)

10

$7.99

$39.95

9780655214175 North Pole Colouring and Maze Book (48 page)

10

$7.99

$39.95

9780655214182 Why does Rudolph have a red nose? Plush Board Book

10

$12.99

$64.95

9780655214205 Wall Art - Wonderful Christmas

10

$19.99

$99.95

9780655214236 Magnetic Folder - Nativity Scene

6

$16.99

$50.97

9780655215318 Dr. Seuss The Grinch - Puffy Sticker Book

6

$7.99

$23.97

9780655215325 Dr. Seuss The Grinch - Deluxe Colouring Book

6

$8.99

$26.97
$411.66

ISBN

TITLE

68

Bookstores Bestsellers August 2020

TC: Rider Tarot Deck Standard

A

Also Available:
TC: Rider Waite
Tarot Deck
Pocket
9780880793469
$26.99

The Waterproof Book
of Fishing Knots

A

A

Also Available:
Affirmations
to Guide Your
Journey $19.95
0746160036434

*9780648587200*
A

Also Available
to Purchase
a 10 Copy
Counter
Pack $99.99
Individual Price:

A

Life in Lessons

Naturally Inspired

$19.99

*9780655215080*

A

Also Available:
Know Your
numbers

$34.99

9780648587293

*9780655214052*
A

Resilience Series:
Grateful
Also Available:
Resilience
Series: Brave
9780655212744

Terribly Cheesy Dad
Jokes

Brumby Sunstate

*9780648807001*
A

*9781913004057*
A

Dead Centre
Bowles, Robin

$25.99

Daily Gratitudes

$9.99

56 Fulcrum Street Richlands, QLD 4077

Ph: (07) 3217 0238
orders@brumbysunstate.com.au • www.brumbysunstate.com.au

A

Ultimate Guide to Social
Media Marketing Journal
Also Available:
2021 Collective
Diary $24.95
9780648587224

$29.95

A

Resilience Series: Kind

$39.95

*9780995352681*
A

Also Available:
Resilience
Series: Mindful
9780655212737

*9780655212751*
A

The Invisible Load
Also Available:
Rushing Woman’s
Syndrome $24.95
9780473403430

*9780473481841*

I Don’t Want to be a
Big Brother!
Also Available:
I Don’t Want to
be a Big Sister!
9780655213444

$9.99

$39.95

*9781788308229*

*9780655210894*

9780648587262

*9780648587231*

Goodnight Koala Finger Puppet Book
Also Available:
Daddy and Me
9780655204909

Also Available:
Vision and Actions
Planner

$16.99

$9.99

*9780655212768*

A

Goeghegan,
Susanna

$9.99

A

Australian Animals
Snap

$9.99

Also Available:
Princess Snap
9781760451578

*9781760451561*

*9780648587217*

Also Available:
Mermaid Snap
9780655214038

$17.95

Dinosaur Snap

$12.00

Create Your Best Life
Journal

A

Ballinger,
Krissy

*9780648788713*

9780995352650

A

Aracaria
Guides

$39.95

Also Available:
Work From
Wherever $29.95

*9780648587255*

2021 Moon
Planting Guide

A

Lake Press

$9.99

*9780958084307*

Do Not Open This
Book Ever

$17.95

$29.99
*9780913866139*

Daily Mantras to
Ignite Your Purpose

$16.99

*9780655213437*
A

Women’s Wellness
Wisdom
Weaver, Dr
Libby

$39.95

*9780473360887*

